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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0031879A1] 1. Device for immobilizing in concrete radioactive wastes in waste drums, with the ingredients of the mixture being filled
into the drum and concrete being produced directly after mixing of those ingredients in that drum ; with a shielded and alpha-tight cell to which the
feed opening of the empty drum can be connected by means of an opening in the cell floor, which opening can be closed by means of a double
lid, which can be swung out of the way ; with a hollow shielding cylinder extending into the cell from the top, the interior of which accommodates
the mixing tools after their withdrawal from the drum, and from which they can be lowered into the drum for mixing and lifted back into the cylinder,
respectively ; with a shielding plate (6) installed in the cylinder (2) in a vertical sliding bearing so that its top is sealed relative to the cylinder (2),
which plate holds the driving mechanism (8, 9) for the mixing tools (3) ; with another driving mechanism (10) attached to the plate (6), by means of
which a central section (7) turning in the plate (6) and accommodating the bearing fixture of the mixing tools can be turned around its center axis
(17) ; with the guide ring (22) constituing the upper extension and bearing fixture of the plate (6) holding one end (30) of a bellows (13) around the
driving mechanism, the other end (31) of which bellows is indirectly connected to the wall of the cell (1) and to the base plate (34), respectively,
supporting the cylinder (2), the bellows (13) being attached to the upper inner rim (32) of a hollow sheet metal cap (33) open at the top and resting
on the base plate (34) ; and with lifting elements (11) for lowering and lifting, respectively, the plate (6) holding the mixing tools (3), wich are located
above that plate, i.e., outside the shielding opposite the contaminated interior (27) of the cell (1).
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